
Q1 Name of the organization:

HelpAge DRC

Q2 The purpose of the organization:

HELPAGE RDC is a non-profit association that advocates for the rights and needs of the older people and their dependents to contribute
to their integral development within the Congolese Communities. HelpAge DRC is regested in DRCongo and Uganda as Non 
governmental Organization. 
With the purpose of the pleading of the rights for the older people and their dependents with the different olders  organization in the 
DRC and Uganda, in focusing on the rights and needs of older people and their dependents in particular the most vulnerable in the 
countries. 
HelpAge DRC created in order to support the older people in the areas of humanitarian and developments  activities in urban and  rural 
area  by providing some  solutions to their problems.

Q3 Information as to the programmes and activities of the organization in areas relevant to the human rights of older
persons:

The programs activities of HelpAge DRC is to contribute to the improvement of the socio-economic conditions of the elderly and their 
dependents by the promotion of their rights for the durable solutions to their needs within the Congolese and uganda  population by:
- Mobilize the leaders and the various decision-makers to establish a policy of good governance for the elderly and their dependents;
- Develop the spirit of self-empowerment by promoting local entrepreneurial initiatives (micro-associations) within the households of the 
elderly and their dependents, including host communities;
- Carry out training and advocacy actions to promote the integral development of people with special needs in general and particularly 
that of the elderly and their dependents;
- Promoting positive moral values in congolese society in favor of the elderly whatever the context
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Q4 Confirmation of the activities of the organization at the national, regional or international level:

The activities of the Organization: 
- Doing the awareness by  promoting the right of the older people  on protection, health ; shelter, food security and training on self 
sustainable; 
These are currents activities which HelpAge DRC undertake in regional national, regional and international level :
- Mobilize the leaders and the various decision-makers to establish a policy of good governance for the older people and their 
dependents;
-  Initiate income-generating activities for the older people and their dependents;
- Promote their  culture of self-care within the families of the elderly;
- Promote intergenerational activities (the cultural values of which older people are the proponents and    the supervision of young 
people dependent on the elderly) with a view to contributing to peace and  peaceful coexistence among the communities of the DRC;
- Educate the elderly and their dependents on democracy, peace, cultural complementary and peaceful  coexistence;
- Advocate  with the governmental, parliamentary and judicial authorities on the situation of the elderly person with a view to taking a 
specific law protecting it;
- Counseling and guidance for the older people affected by physical, physiological and physically  
   handicapped, the chronically ill and the traumatized;
-  Raise awareness among older people about priority diseases, including sexually transmitted infections,  HIV / AIDS, Leprosy / TB and 
Malaria;
-  Initiate income-generating activities for the elderly and their dependents;
-  Contribute to the promotion of agropastoral sectors (production, processing, storage and marketing of  agropastoral products);
-  Accompany elderly people and other vulnerable victims of emergencies including natural disasters, 
  affected by wars or and being involved on armed groups in the conflicts areas;
- Accompany older people in improving their living conditions on environmental issues  ;
 - Promoting  gender and natives among the older community  .

Q5 A list of members of the governing body of the organization and their countries of nationality:

In DRCongo we have :  
1. Mr. Anatole BANDU ; Member of the body and  Chairman Congolese 
2. Mr. Elie LUUTU ; Member of the body and Executive Coordinator , Congolese
3. Miss. Baby ILUNGA ; Member of the body and  Fiancial Director  Chair and counselor , Congolese
4. Mr. Eugene CHUO ; Member of the body and Administration and programme officer  Congolese
5. Miss. Clarisse MAGEZA ; Member of the body and policy Advisor Congolese
In Uganda :
1.  Mr Joshua MAYENGO  Director   Ugandan 
2. Anatole BANDU  Secretary/Director Congolese
3. Joyce MATHIAS  Director   Tanzanian 
4. Baby ILUNGA   Director  Congolese
5. Andrew SANDE Director   Ugandan
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Q6 List of financial sources and contributions, including governmental contributions:

The financial sources and contributions are coming from:
1. Member contributions 
2. UN agencies bodies (projects funding) 
3. International NGO    (projects funding)
4. DRCongo Ministry of human right (Technical support )  
5. Bilateral donors

Q7 Copies of the annual or other reports of the organization with financial statements (File size limit is 16MB):

Audit financial report HelpAge DRC 2016.pdf (355.6KB)

Q8 Please attach additional copies if needed (File size limit is 16MB):

RAPPORT FINANCIER HELPAGE RDC.pdf (282.1KB)

Q9 Please attach additional copies if needed (File size limit is 16MB):

RAPPORT MI PARCOURS CBPF ABRIS.pdf (474.3KB)

Q10 A description of the membership of the organization, indicating the total number of members, the names of
organizations that are members and their geographical distribution:

HelpAge DRC is working closely with:
1. WAZEE HAI (Community based organization of older people in North Kivu province/DRCongo )
2. Group SADAKA (Community based organization of older people in Ituri Province/DRCongo)
3. Older Sudan refugees group based in Ugandan and DRCongo
4. Africa regional office of HelpAge international  (Technical support )
5. Christian Aid DRC office
6. UN Agencies ( the office of human right of UN Mission in DRC; UNHCR; UNCEF;UNOCHA)

Q11 A copy of the constitution and/or by-laws of the organization (File size limit is 16MB):

status et reglement HelpAge RDC 2018.pdf (857.1KB)

Q12 Please attach additional copies if needed (File size limit is 16MB):

F 92 HELPAGE RDC(1)(1).pdf (255.4KB)

Q13 Please attach additional copies if needed (File size limit is 16MB):

HelpAge DRC Certificate Uganda.pdf (162.4KB)
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Q14 Contact information:

First Name Anatole

Last Name BANDU

Full Legal Address 42, Shiloango/Bisengo

Address 2 Bandalungwa

City/Town Kinshasa

Country DRCongo

Email Address anatolegad@gmail.com,anatole@helpageprgramme-
rdc.org

Phone Number +243993326967

Q15 Website

www.helpageprogramme-rdc.org
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